FLEET MANAGEMENT

EROAD FUEL MANAGEMENT
EROAD Fuel Management simplifies fuel management,
allowing you to compare fuel records against vehicle
distance and location information and identify trends
and exceptions across your fleet.
Drive sustainability and performance
Fuel is one of the largest expenses for transport operators.
Improved fuel efficiency across your fleet accumulated
over time will generate huge savings for your business.
EROAD’s intuitive and powerful fuel management module
helps you manage your fuel use by combining fuel records
with vehicle distance and location information generated
by the EROAD vehicle hardware. Fuel data can be
automatically imported from all major fuel card providers
as well as manually uploaded and managed in Depot.
The EROAD fuel reporting suite helps you understand fuel
consumption across your fleet, and identify exceptions
and underperforming vehicles or drivers. Better visibility
into fuel consumption enables you to address specific
issues and monitor progress over time.

KEY BENEFITS
Save on fuel With real-time fuel usage
and transaction information, you always
know what you have and how it’s used.
Better visibility Fuel Efficiency, Fuel
Usage and Fuel Exception reporting
provides detailed insights into fuel
consumption by vehicle, driver and fleet.
Track performance The ability to
track idle time, distance travelled and
kilometres per litre for your fleet can
help reduce fuel consumption and
improve vehicle performance
Benchmark efficiency Fuel Efficiency
report allows you to benchmark a
vehicle’s fuel efficiency against the
average for its make and model.
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KEY FEATURES

›› Upload and manage all your fuel

transactions securely in one place

›› Automatically import fuel card

data from fuel providers, upload
bulk fuel data from CSV files and
single fuel transactions

›› Reporting suite comprised of Fuel
Efficiency Report, Fuel Usage
Report, Fuel Exception Report

›› Reporting by vehicle, driver or
fleet and selected reporting
period

›› View and analyse cost and
emission data

›› Export your reports to PDF and
CSV formats

One end-to-end solution
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your RUC compliance, health and safety, and fleet management, helping
you efficiently utilise your capital and reduce the costs associated with fleet operations and management.
EROAD offers a complete suite of user-friendly compliance and telematics solutions, including driver safety tools
and reports, vehicle maintenance, and fuel and fleet utilisation reporting. EROAD’s independently proven, secure
platform guarantees accurate data that you can rely on to provide insight and competitive advantage.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

